
ACROSS
1 One of high berth?

8 Does like late-version
software

14 "Lord willin' and the
creek don't rise"

15 Extremely bright

16 It just makes sense

17 Where you can go
with a stranger, but
not your brother

18 Late '80s #glowup
boast equivalent

20 Author

21 Time to get hungry

22 Used a 20-Across,
e.g.

26 20-Across variety

28 Long horn on a Texas
field, at times

31 Superb

32 They're instrumental
to hip-hop

34 Guitar, amp, and
effects, collectively

35 "Crispy af" fast-food
soft drink variant of
memetic renown

38 Kyle's adopted
Canadian sibling on
"South Park"

39 Some are hotter than
others

40 Expectation upon
seeing "THREAD." in
a tweet

41 You can hear the one
from the Wu-Tang
Clan's "CREAM" here 
https://www.youtube.
com/watch?v=gp9uZj
PaB4w

43 Voice in one's head
saying "Ooh, this clue
you're writing is so
meta," e.g.

44 "The Danish Art of
Happiness," as well
as a song from the
stage musical version
of "Frozen"

45 Pounds and pence,
innit

47 "Golly"

49 Common Ararat
Valley agricultural
site

56 "Pardonnez-moi,
avez-vous du Grey
Poupon" response,
one hopes

57 "Breaking pasta in
half in front of my ___
fiancée" (viral TikTok
of early July 2021)

59 69/420 to 420/69,
e.g.

60 NC beach town
whose name is often
mispronounced as
the Toyota compact
of the same name

61 Ramones bassist who
wrote the
Heartbreakers' heroin
anthem "Chinese
Rocks"

62 Austen space, briefly?

DOWN
1 It can appear in the

blink of an eye

2 Crud, passing through
the same part of Ohio
again (I'm afraid this
may be a cryptic clue)

3 Early punk movement

4 Yack

5 ___-weeny (bitsy, like
the toe of a baby
squirrel)

6 Bad thing for an
exotic venomous
reptile to do

7 Architect of Holmes?

8 All friendships have
some, but not all
friendships have
some others

9 "The ___ continues to
grow throughout its
lifetime, shedding its
exoskeleton once a
year, leaving [it] soft,
pink and invincible"
(animal fact I got
from Pinterest)

10 Like Khloe among the
Kardashian sisters

11 Bletchley Park figure
on a £50 note

12 He, not Carlos, wrote
"Oye Como Va"

13 Stay mad then!

15 Cookware staple
since the Han
Dynasty

19 "Big day tomorrow so,
uh, yeah"

22 [picture me rotating
my index finger next
to my temple with an
eyebrow cocked]

23 Horsey thoroughfare
name-dropped by
Billy Ray Cyrus on the
"Old Town Road"
remix

24 Conceptual artist
whose "FLY PIECE"
reads: "Fly.      1963  
summer" 

25 There are two in a
46-Down

27 "No thanks"

29 "Danke" evoker

30 Medical chart number
that never exceeds
120 

32 Ancient form of
writing (to a Zoomer)

33 Nimble, but also old

35 Grand of grands

36 Prim(at)e real estate?

37 Solja ___ (namesake
camouflage bandana
of Juvenile's first
single, 1997)

42 Ready to act

44 Hassle someone
who's not a fan of
Ajax? (pretty sure this
is another cryptic
clue)

46 Twenty

48 "___ is on the cut and
my name is Rakim"

49 Amongst

50 Italian bread still in
use

51 Four-to-four or
four-in-hand

52 Comic / "Wait Wait
Don't Tell Me"
panelist Kondabolu

53 Much

54 Stream with limited
distribution?

55 Weird Spanish painter
gets laid (where are
all these cryptic clues
coming from?)

58 Slave uprising leader
retroactively
assigned the
surname of his
former owner Samuel
Turner

Deep Concentration (freestyle) Richard D. Allen
@ambivalentricky
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